Prevention - Response
Regulatory Compliance
Global Services
The impossible is everyday for Resolve Marine where over
35 years experience has developed into an International
Maritime Emergency Response and Wreck Removal Company.
Having completed projects on every continent in some of
the most remote locations, Resolve Marine is an experienced
solutions partner whose vision is to make the "World's
Oceans Cleaner and Safer."

OPA90 SMFF
Resolve Marine is cited as a
best-practice example in the
Federal Registrar
(33CFR155.4050) meeting
and exceeding all OPA90
SMFF USCG guidelines within
all Captain of the Port Zones,
including Hawaii and Guam.

China SPRO
Resolve’s consortium covers
approximately 85% of the
ports in China via a single
SPRO contract. Resolve
liaises closely with the IG of
P&I Clubs and ITOPF in
drafting contracts ensuring
ship owner's are fully
covered along China's coast.

1-Call Alaska APC
1-Call Alaska provides APC
response services across
Alaska, including in the highly
trafficked Unimak Pass.
Strategically place response
assets ensures spill response
coverage along the Great
Circle Route as far north as
the Bering Strait .

Resolve Marine's extensive

salvage experience and technical
expertise translates into regulatory
leadership as an approved OPA90
SMFF, China SPRO, Alaska APC
services provider.

Emergency Response Depots
& Owned Warehouses &
Equipment:
Strategically Located Emergency
Response Depots - Each depot is
designed to minimize the amount of
time to respond to a casualty
Customs Cleared - Fly Away
Packages - Equipment is packaged
with documentation ready to be
deployed on a vessel or aircraft &
flown anywhere in the world at a
moment's notice
Customized Equipment - R&D /
constant innovation and upgrades to
deal with the difficulties of
operating in a salvage environment
Continual Expansion - Always
looking for new regions to expand
our capability based on our clients
needs

Members of :

www.resolvemarine.com

www.1callalaska.com

Coverage
Resolve maintains 23 owned depots &
4 manned warehouses hosting an
inventory of custom built salvage/
response equipment ensuring reliable
availability during an operation

Resolve Marine actively maintains a
global network of resource partners
capable of augmenting Resolve’s inhouse personnel and resources

1-Call Alaska offers State coverage in
the Aleutians and Cook Inlet regions for
all vessels over 400 GT going within 3
nm of shore

Safety Culture - HSEQ
Ensuring Resolve Associates, Stakeholders and the Environment are safe and
protected is at the heart of every response, plan, activity. Adhering to Health,
Safety, Environment and Quality (HSEQ) management initiatives, Resolve's safety
culture is managed through ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 18001 accreditations,
training requirements, accident prevention/investigation, and improving safe work
systems, procedures, and processes. Every associate at Resolve is part of HSEQ.
Contact info: CST@resolvemarine.com
24 HR +1.954.764.8700
www.resolvemarine.com

